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Ruben Verastigui is (allegedly) a horrifying pedo monster and has been on the

digital teams for the @SenateGOP, National @GOP and the Trump campaign. I

didn't want to talk about him, but I think it's important.

The allegations against RV are among the most horrifying I have read. It involves possessing and sharing images of rape of

infants and plans to take action in the real world of that nature. I don't really recommend reading the details, but they are

here. https://t.co/S9p5qv2gq1

These allegations were first brought to light by @jaredlholt who has an excellent thread. He warns people that they may

want to avoid the end of the thread because it includes shots of the specific allegations. I make the same warning.

https://t.co/5YmQeSFrFh

NEW: D.C. Police arrested Ruben Verastigui -- a former "senior digital strategist" for the Senate Republican

Conference -- on charges of distribution of child pornography resulting from a time span that allegedly included his

time at the SRC. How I confirmed ID in thread (1/?) pic.twitter.com/AcZ7c2sBKb
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— Jared Holt (@jaredlholt) February 6, 2021

RV was a main stage speaker at the 2013 March For Life. https://t.co/L6aTa9JImX

RV did a headshot for Ronna McDaniel, GOP Chairwoman

RV was working for the Trump campaign and has numerous pictures there

https://twitter.com/jaredlholt/status/1357910884757221377?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/L6aTa9JImX


He's a Nikki Haley fan

He's not a fan of VP Harris.



So why is this important? National Security for one.

Anyone that spends time in secret meeting rooms devoted to child porn is going to marked by the Russians. It's what they

do. And what choice would this guy have but to cooperate? None. And he was in Congress and the WH.

RV had some other dangerous proclivities from a NATSEC perspective. He was into beastiality and shared nude pictures of

himself in the child porn room. As a youth leader in Christian and GOP circles. His risk of being exposed was massive.

A person like this, moving in GOP and Christian circles would certainly find, and find out about, others with similar

tendencies. How much damage could he do with that information? We know that Trump would be glad to have that info.

How did a person like this end up taking photos of the National GOP Chair? And on the Trump team? Where were all the Q

loons to track this criminal down? I hope the FBI is looking at everything he did for the past four years.

Notable that although the arrest was made by DC Metro, the Department of Homeland Security is also on the case
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